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Alberto Against Rome

Two separate claims are made in this short but well-documented book:

(i) That Alberto was a Jesuit priest.

(ii) Rome's involvement in historical and ongoing conspiracies is a reality.

Focus  is  mainly  on  the  latter  with  a  format  of  responses  to  twelve  of
Alberto's charges against Rome being used. The reader should first acquire
his six-part  Crusader comic book series to understand the origin of the
accusations.

As to Alberto being a Jesuit the evidence presented is his identification
card  as  a  priest  (issued  under  Franco's  Roman  Catholic  regime),
Archbishopric  authorisation  for  his  foreign  ministry,  photographic
evidence teaching as a priest in Spain, and a signed open letter challenging
detractors. 

The reader must judge whether  these detractors (i.e.  Gary Metz,  in  the
'Evangelical Christian' periodical “Christianity Today”, and Brian Onken,
formerly of the Christian Research Institute) brought any evidence outside
of character assassination to prove beyond a reasonable doubt he was not a
Jesuit priest.

After some of Alberto's materials were banned in Canada and Christian
booksellers intimidated by Rome, the Canadian Protestant League made
their own inquiries. Their response from relevant police jurisdictions was
“we have never heard of this man!”.

On the second claim, if one has fortitude to see past the Jesuitical fog of
anti-conspiracy mantra, there can be no doubt Alberto's claims agree with



history. 

The reader should constantly remind themselves they are dealing with a
murderous institution, one whose boast is it never changes. A modern day
example (only 73 years ago in WWII) bears witness (charge #11 in the
book):

*Croatia's brutal inquisition under the Ustashi (i.e. Catholic Action), the
mass murder of Eastern Orthodox Serbians and Jews. The regime at its end
(in November 1945, after Ante Pavelic fled for Argentina via Pope Pius
XII's Vatican ratlines) was lead by Archbishop Aloysius Stepinac himself. 

Photographs on pp. 260-277 of Dr. Lazo M. Kostich's book “Holocaust In
The Independent State Of Croatia” are recommended for bringing some
reality to the above: a mass grave, bayoneted bodies,  severed Orthodox
heads,  a  man's  crushed  skull  (crushed  by  Ustashi  'skull  crushers'),
emaciated Serbian children saved from an Ustashi-run concentration camp,
Ante Pavelic surrounded by Catholic clergy, Franciscan Miroslav Filipovic
as  a  Franciscan  monk and  as  Commandant  of  Jasenovac  concentration
camp, etc.

The book  concludes  with  a  refutation  of  the  Christianity  Today  article
centered on three questions: 

Why the eagerness to condemn a man exposing a false religion? Where is
solid proof against Alberto (e.g. court records)? Finally, who would even
expect Rome to admit he was a Jesuit? 

Erratum: p.25, Deggendorf slaughter of Jews was in 1337, not 1377.

***

I) 12 Most Frequently Heard Charges Against Alberto Answered (pp. 11-
71)

(i) Jesuits do not infiltrate other Churches.

The Vatican has the most efficient spy network in the world and employs
full-time trained agents. Jesuits are the epitome of ruthless cunning and in



their oath are taught to be a spy “even among your own brethren”1.

(ii) Ignatius did not found the Jesuit Order.

A surprising accusation given this history is  found in the Encyclopedia
Britannica!2 

(iii) Rivera's claims are extreme and paranoid.

This is the most effective charge as it is aimed at people's indoctrinated
sense  of  incredulity  and  proclivity  for  cognitive  dissonance.  Provable
Roman  Catholic  conspiracies  quickly  run  out  of  space:  Peter  the  first
'Pope' and foundation of the Church, Constantine's 'conversion', Donation
of  Constantine,  Pseudo-Isidorian  Decretals,  Beziers  Massacre, John
Wycliffe's exhumation and cremation and the murder of the Lollards, John
Huss'  execution,  Merindole  Massacre,  Tyndale's  execution,  St.
Bartholomew  Massacre,  Bloody  Mary  and  the  Smithfield  burnings,
Spanish Armada against Queen Elizabeth, Gunpowder Plot against King
James, Abraham Lincoln's assassination by a Jesuit coadjutor, Concordat
with Mussolini answering the 'Roman Question',  Concordat with Hitler,
Concordat with Franco, Ante Pavelic and Catholic Action (Ustashi), etc..
Notwithstanding, the truth (at least for Christians) of conspiracies is best
established by God Himself: 

“There is a conspiracy of her prophets in the midst thereof, like a roaring
lion  ravening  the  prey;  they  have  devoured souls;  they  have  taken the
treasure  and precious  things;  they have made her  many widows in  the
midst thereof.”3 

(iv) That Ignatius founded the Illuminati is absurd.

In 1776, Jesuit,Professor Adam Weishaupt founded the Bavarian Illuminati
at  Ingolstadt  University,  also  stated  by  Encyclopedia  Britannica4.  Two
hundred and fifty years prior,  Ignatius was interrogated by the Spanish
Inquisition for being a member of the Alumbrados.

(v) The Roman Catholic Church never tried to exterminate the Jews.

Jews  are  mentioned  in  Constitutions  67-70  of  the  Council  of  Lateran,



1215, under the subjects of excessive usury, appearance in public, holding
public office, and retaining old customs after conversion (e.g. the Spanish
'Marranos'5).   

Persecutions include:

*Deggendorf, 13376.
*Seville,  6  June,  1391,  by  Archdeacon  Ferrand  Martinez.  'Thousand's'
killed.7

*Toledo, Spanish Inquisition under Thomas de Torquemada.
*Lisbon,  Portugal,  April  1506  by  the  populace  under  Dominican
excitations. Up to 4,000 deaths.

An article in the West Australia (Dec. 4, 1985, p. 75) entitled “Prelate: Too
Soon  To  Ask  Forgiveness”  includes:  “It  would  be  premature  for  the
Catholic  church  to  ask  the  forgiveness  of  the  Jews  for  centuries  of
persecution”.

According to an Encyclopedia Britannica entry (11th Edn., Vol. II, p. 37):

“The  Roman  Catholic  Church  has  always  been...the  font  of  anti-
Semitism”.

(vi) The Jesuits did not set up WWI

Pope  Pius  X  had  been  inciting  Emperor  Franz  Josef  II  of  Austria  to
'chastize the Serbians'.  From the Bavarian Nuncio Baron Ritter,  he also
approved of Austria's harsh treatment of Serbia and had no great opinion of
the armies of Russia and France. The assassination of heir to the Hapsburg
Empire  Archduke  Franz  Ferdinand  and  his  wife  Sophie,  by  Gavrilo
Princip8 triggered WWI. Pius X supposedly died of heartbreak at the turn
of events.

History records President Abraham Lincoln, and Professor Samuel Morse's
view  of  the  1861  American  Civil  War  that  Jesuit  planning,  including
promise  of  arms  for  the  South  caused  them  to  attack.  Pius  IX  in
correspondence  with  Jefferson  Davis  actually  addressed  him  as  the
“Honourable  President  of  the  Confederate  States  of  America”,  he  also
included a signed portrait.10



(vii)  Jesuits  did  not  cause  the  1917  Russian  Revolution  to  destroy  the
Eastern Orthodox Church

The assumption of outside support in modern times is sound, without it no
revolution can succeed.  
The financial trail was from German to Swedish to Russian banks and the
Germans saw the overthrow of the Czarist system as a way to end the war.
The coincidental  event  would be a weakening of the Orthodox Church
enabling a takeover by Rome.

(viii) Jesuits didn't write Mein Kampf

Witnesses  in  support  include  Edmund  Paris  in  Secret  History  of  the
Jesuits11 and Otto Strasser in Hitler and I12. Father Staempfle was a Jesuit
and member of the Order of St. Jerome. Hitler had him murdered June 30,
1934 by a special death squad.

(ix)  The  Jesuits  did  not  start  a  new Inquisition  by bringing Mussolini,
Hitler and Franco to power

In 1922, after  WWI Pius XI became Pope and began negotiations with
Mussolini,  commanding  the  Catholic  Party  under  Don  Sturzo  to  give
power to the Duce that same year. Sturzo's party was then disbanded. The
Lateran Treaty [in 1929], conquest of Ethiopia and Albanian aggression
(1939) followed.

In Germany, Papal Nuncio Mgr. Pacelli (future Pope Pius XII) and Franz
Von Papen [Papal Chamberlain] made the Catholic Zentrumspartei vote
power to Hitler (on Jan 30, 1933), overthrowing the Weimar Republic. As
in Italy, having served its purpose the Catholic party was then disbanded.
In  1937,  the  Vatican  gave  de  facto recognition  to  General  Franco's
Government.13

All  Hitler's  generals  and  advisors  were  Roman  Catholics.  Goebbels
(propagandist),  Bormann,  Kaltenbrunner  (SS  General)  and  Hoess  (SS
Lieutenant  Colonel  and  Auschwitz  Commandant)   received  a  Jesuit
education.
 



(x) Death camps were not run by Roman Catholic Priests and Nuns.

Himmler, head of Gestapo and his right-hand man Heydrich were Roman
Catholic. Himmler's uncle was a Jesuit priest who committed suicide once
arrested after the war.

As above, Hoess ran Auschwitz.

French Cardinal Baudrillart and Mgr. Mayol de Luppe recruited the L.V.F.
(Legion  des  volontaires  francais  contre  le  bolchevisme)  to  crusade  in
Russia.

Jesuit  Monsignor  Josef  Tiso,  President  of  Czechoslovakia  (1939-1945)
who sent all Jews bar a token few to Auschwitz's ovens.

According to Dr. Mile Budak, Ustashi Minister of Education and Cults,
July 22, 1941, “The movement of the Ustashi is based on religion. For the
minorities-Serbs, Jews and Gypsies,  we have three million bullets...thus
our new Croatia will...become one hundred per cent Catholic within ten
years.”

(xi)  The  Jesuits  neither  formed  nor  led  the  Yugoslavian  Ustashi
deathsquads

Ustashi  is  actually  a  synonym  for  Catholic  Action.  Seven  Protestant
ministers  visited  Yugoslavia  after  the  war  to  document  the  regime's
activity. The goal was genocide of the Serbian people via death, expulsion
and conversion. They found candid material in official Roman Catholic
print media of Archbishop Stepinac's collaboration with Nazi forces (they
thought Germany would win the war). 

Ante  Pavelic  and  Eugen  (Dido)  Kvaternik  organised  Roman  Catholic
laypeople ('Crusaders') into a Fifth Column to help invading Italian and
Germans  topple  the  Yugoslavian  Kingdom.  Under  Ustashi  rule,  70,000
Jews  were  killed  and  240,000  Serbians  forced  to  become  Byzantine
Roman Catholics. Dissidents were simply murdered.

Hundreds of sworn depositions attesting to these crimes were seen. Post
war works include Dr. Lazo M. Kostich's  Holocaust In The Independent



State  Of  Croatia.  Dr.  Eugen  Gerstenmeir  (second  in  charge  of  West
Germany after the war) visited Serbia from 2/9/41-22/9/41 (i.e. during the
rule  of  Ante  Pavelic)  to  award  German  scholarships  to  Orthodox
candidates as an anti-Communist measure. Gerstenmeir relates the bestial
conduct  of  the  Ustashi:  throat  cutting  en  masse,  property  theft  and
expulsion.14

Another German witness, Professor Josef Matl said the [Catholic Church]
was drawn into “bloody nationalistic terror excesses against the Serbian
Orthodox population” and their losses were “appraised at several hundred
thousand”.15

Prima facie photographic evidence is also condemning.16 

The Ustashi-Catholic connection is  further verified by Dr.  Mile  Budak,
Ustashi Minister of Education and Cults, July 22, 1941: “The movement of
the  Ustashi  is  based  on  religion.  For  the  minorities-Serbs,  Jews  and
Gypsies, we have three million bullets...thus our new Croatia will...become
one hundred per cent Catholic within ten years.”17

(xii) Jesuits did not prepare fifth columns in non-Axis nations or prepare
secret commando cells in the U.S.A.

As to fifth columns, France and Yugoslavia had them. In France Pierre
Laval  was  a  Papal  knight,  General  Weygand  was  Jesuit  trained  and
Marshal Petain a prominent Roman Catholic. 

With  the  charges  refuted,  Rome's  modus  operandi against  Alberto  is
detailed: character assassination.  The hypocritical  Paragon of Deception
(cf. Donation of Constantine, Pseudo Isidorian Decretals, Jan Hus' burning
at  Constance18,  St.  Bartholomew  Massacre,  Gunpowder  Plot,  Edict  of
Fontainbleau,  etc.)  is  exposed.  Its  doctrines  of  mental  reservation  and
traditions  of  men  are  diametrically  opposed  to  the  Bible  (e.g.  Mary's
perpetual virginity, her sinless perfection, money exchanged for remission
of sins, etc.). History demonstrates Rome has never and is incapable of
change in its raw nature, else it would self-destruct (cf. Mk 3.23).

On character assassination Gary Metz's19 infamous article “The Uncomical
Alberto  Rivera”  in  Christianity  Today is  quoted.  This  was  designed  to



besmirch Dr. Rivera's character.

But  for  the  Canadian  Protestant  League's  intervention  in  their  country,
Rome would have had Alberto's material banned as hate literature.

The author decries the lack of Christian solidarity provided to Chick, and
Alberto when he was alive. The Roman Catholic Church is the largest cult
organisation in the world and its members need to hear the saving gospel
of Christ and be made of the reality of the evil institution they have been
duped into believing is the spotless bride of Christ.

As to Alberto being a Jesuit, the evidence presented is his identification
card  (issued  under  Franco's  regime),  Archdiocesan  authorisation  for
foreign ministry,  photographic evidence of teaching as a priest,  and his
personal testimony. If it is fair to take Alberto at his word, the reader must
judge whether his detractors have brought any evidence to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt he was a fraud and a liar. 

II) Private Investigation of Alberto

Romanist  methods  of  suppressing  the  Alberto  series  in  Canada  of
intimidation of Christian bookstores, denial of post office services, import
bans, and 'hate literature' classification by the Attorney General of Ontario
brought action from the Canadian Protestant League.

The CPL also undertook their own investigations of charges made against
Alberto.  The response from relevant  police  jurisdictions  was  they have
never heard of Alberto!

III) Answer To Article In Christianity Today

The last chapter is a response by one James M. Houston who makes three
main arguments:

*Why is Christianity Today so anxious to condemn someone exposing a
false religious system?
*Where is solid proof refuting Alberto's claims?
*The Catholic Church denies Alberto's claims!
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